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What is HOLT?
HOLT is a value-based, return on
capital framework proprietary to
Credit Suisse. HOLT provides an
objective view of over 20,000
companies in 65 countries using a
methodology that examines
accounting information, converts it to
cash and then values that cash,
allowing investors to identify key
drivers of value. HOLT uses this
valuation and corporate performance
framework to help institutional
investors across the investment
process, from idea generation and
company analysis to portfolio
construction and risk management.

HOLT key principles:
Examples of HOLT accounting
adjustments include inflation,
financing and capital structure
decisions, depreciation methods,
treatment of non-operating
investments, R&D capitalization,
special items, acquisition goodwill,
pensions, stock compensation
expense, and regional- and industryspecific conventions.
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What are the HOLT Investment Styles?
The HOLT Investment Styles group companies into combinations of the
three HOLT alpha factors: high or low Quality, strong or weak Momentum,
and cheap or expensive Valuation. For example, the HOLT Best in Class
style contains companies with top-ranking Quality, Momentum, and
Valuation characteristics relative to their peer group.
HOLT’s alpha factors attempt to answer the following:
Quality: Is this a good company from an operational standpoint?
Momentum: Is market sentiment strong?
Value: Is the stock attractively priced?
For more information on the HOLT multifactor ranking model, see the
HOLT Lens Scorecard primer.
On aggregate, firms in each style demonstrate similar return characteristics
and have similar responses to the macroeconomic environment. Companies
with at least one of the HOLT factors in the middle quintile tend to be
market performers and are dubbed ‘style neutral’ stocks. Using HOLT’s
Investment Styles, an investor can position their portfolio to profit from the
ever-changing market environment.
Exhibit 1: HOLT Style definitions
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Most attractive stocks based on fundamentals

Restructuring
Cheap companies expected to improve

Contrarian

Stocks pulling back despite strong fundamentals

Quality at any Price

Priced at premium to generate growth or cash

Value Trap
Classic deep value stocks

Momentum Trap

Stocks trading on heightened expectations

Quality Trap

Quality firms with stretched expectations

Worst in Class

Generally unattractive on fundamentals

Top 40%
Bottom 40%
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Best in Class High Quality, Strong Momentum, and Cheap Valuation
HTUSBINC Index <Go>

What makes a company Best in Class?
A Best in Class stock scores within the top 40% of its peers on Quality, Momentum, and Valuation. Because of
their well-rounded fundamental profiles, Best in Class stocks tend to be the best performing HOLT style over the
long term. These companies generate high returns on capital, or CFROI® (high Quality), have strong earnings and
price sentiment (strong Momentum), and have attractive valuations on HOLT’s DCF framework and accountingadjusted multiples (attractive Valuation). Best in Class stocks can provide relief from factor rotations as they have
attractive profiles on all three of HOLT’s alpha factors.

CHEAP: The stock is attractively

valued based on the HOLT DCF
framework and accounting-adjusted
multiples.

HIGH QUALITY:

The firm has achieved high
CFROI levels relative to its peers
and has a good track record of
managing growth. It will expand
high return businesses and divest
those with low returns.

STRONG MOMENTUM:

Analysts have revised EPS estimates
upward over the past three months and
the share price performance has been
strong over the last 52 weeks.
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Restructuring

Low Quality, Strong Momentum, and Cheap Valuation

HTUSRSTR Index <Go>

What makes a stock Restructuring?
A Restructuring stock scores poorly on Quality (bottom 40% of sector peers) but has strong Momentum signals
(top 40% of sector) and attractive Valuation characteristics. Restructuring stocks generate low CFROI levels and
have struggled to keep up with peers on shareholder wealth creation through returns on capital and growth.
However, these firms have strong momentum signals and attractive valuations in the HOLT framework.
CHEAP: The stock is attractively valued based

on the HOLT DCF framework and accountingadjusted multiples.

LOW QUALITY: The firm has

achieved low CFROI levels relative
to its peers, often below the cost
of capital, resulting in wealth
destruction.

STRONG MOMENTUM: Analysts

have revised EPS estimates upward
over the past three months and the
share price performance has been
strong over the last 52 weeks.
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Contrarian

High Quality, Weak Momentum, and Cheap Valuation

HTUSCONT Index <Go>

What makes a company Contrarian?
Contrarian stocks score well on Quality, indicating high CFROI levels and good track records of managing growth in
invested capital. Despite their attractive valuation characteristics in HOLT, Contrarians have witnessed weak
earnings sentiment and poor price performance relative to their peers.

CHEAP: The stock is attractively valued based

on the HOLT DCF framework and accountingadjusted multiples.

HIGH QUALITY: The firm has

achieved high CFROI levels
relative to its peers and has a
good track record of managing
growth. It will expand high return
businesses and divest those with
low returns.

WEAK MOMENTUM: Revisions to

consensus EPS estimates have been
negative over the last three months
and share price performance has
been weak over the last 52 weeks.
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Quality at Any Price

High Quality, Strong Momentum, and Expensive Valuation

HTUSQAAP Index <Go>

What makes a company Quality at any Price?
A Quality at any Price stock scores among the top 40% of its peers on Quality and Momentum but has unattractive
Valuation characteristics in the HOLT DCF framework. These companies have profiles that resemble “growth”
stocks, whereby they generate high cash flows and have strong earnings sentiment but demand aggressive
valuations. Prior HOLT analysis has shown that over the long term, Quality at Any Price stocks tend to achieve the
strongest rates of forward-looking growth on both earnings and revenue. These types of stocks perform well
during market drawdowns, perhaps due to their high quality and strong momentum characteristics.

EXPENSIVE: The stock is aggressively priced

based on the HOLT DCF framework and
accounting-adjusted multiples.

HIGH QUALITY: The firm has

achieved high CFROI levels
relative to its peers and has a
good track record of managing
growth. It will expand high return
businesses and divest those with
low returns.

STRONG MOMENTUM: Analysts

have revised EPS estimates upward
over the past three months and the
share price performance has been
strong over the last 52 weeks.
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Value Trap

Low Quality, Weak Momentum, and Cheap Valuation
4 March 2015

HTUSVALU Index <Go>

What Makes a Value Trap?
Value Traps have poor operational Quality and weak Momentum characteristics, but have attractive Valuations in
the HOLT DCF framework relative to their sector peers. Companies with this quantitative profile resemble that of
“deep value” stocks. Value Traps perform well after market drawdowns cease and stress abates. As a group their
performance tends to be negatively correlated with Quality at Any Price stocks since their profiles across the three
HOLT factors are mirror images (see page 1).
CHEAP: The stock is attractively valued based

on the HOLT DCF framework and accountingadjusted multiples.

LOW QUALITY: The firm has

achieved low CFROI levels relative
to its peers, often below the cost
of capital, resulting in wealth
destruction.

WEAK MOMENTUM: Revisions to

consensus EPS estimates have been
negative over the last three months
and share price performance has
been weak over the last 52 weeks.
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Momentum Trap

Low Quality, Strong Momentum, and Expensive Valuation

HTUSMOTP Index <Go>

What makes a Momentum Trap?
Momentum Traps score among the top 40% of its peers on Momentum but exhibit poor operational Quality
characteristics and unattractive Valuations in HOLT’s DCF framework. Momentum Traps are one of the worst
performing HOLT styles historically as they generate low CFROI levels, have a weak track record of managing
growth, but carry premium price tags relative to sector peers.
EXPENSIVE: The stock is aggressively priced

based on the HOLT DCF framework and
accounting-adjusted multiples.

LOW QUALITY: The firm has

achieved low CFROI levels relative
to its peers, often below the cost
of capital, resulting in wealth
destruction.

STRONG MOMENTUM: Analysts

have revised EPS estimates upward
over the past three months and the
share price performance has been
strong over the last 52 weeks.
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Quality Trap

High Quality, Weak Momentum, and Expensive Valuation

What makes a Quality Trap?
Quality Traps generate high CFROI levels relative to sector peers and have a good track record of capital allocation.
However, they have weak earnings and price sentiment and have aggressive valuations in the HOLT DCF
framework. Quality Traps are one of the worst performing HOLT styles historically as high quality characteristics
alone tend not to be enough to drive outperformance.
EXPENSIVE: The stock is aggressively priced

based on the HOLT DCF framework and
accounting-adjusted multiples.

HIGH QUALITY: The firm has

achieved high CFROI levels
relative to its peers and has a
good track record of managing
growth. It will expand high return
businesses and divest those with
low returns.

WEAK MOMENTUM: Revisions to

consensus EPS estimates have been
negative over the last three months
and share price performance has
been weak over the last 52 weeks.
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Worst In Class

High Quality, Strong Momentum, and Cheap Valuation

HTUSWINC Index <Go>

What makes a stock Worst in Class?
A Worst in Class stock scores within the bottom 40% of its peers on Quality, Momentum, and Valuation. Not
surprisingly, Worst in Class stocks tend to be the worst performing HOLT style over the long term. These
companies generate low returns on capital, have weak earnings and price sentiment, and have unattractive
valuations on HOLT’s DCF framework and accounting-adjusted multiples. Worst in Class stocks are the complete
opposite of Best in Class stocks (see page 1), thus, they tend to be negatively correlated.
EXPENSIVE: The stock is aggressively priced

based on the HOLT DCF framework and
accounting-adjusted multiples.

LOW QUALITY: The firm has

achieved low CFROI levels relative
to its peers, often below the cost
of capital, resulting in wealth
destruction.

WEAK MOMENTUM: Revisions to

consensus EPS estimates have been
negative over the last three months
and share price performance has
been weak over the last 52 weeks.
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HOLT Factor Definitions
HOLT’s alpha factors, explained: Quality, Momentum, and Value

Quality: This style focuses on a company’s track record of generating cash and managing growth, independent of future
expectations. Firms that score well will have achieved high CFROI levels and demonstrated the ability to grow
profitable businesses, or the willingness to shrink bad ones.


CFROI® LFY (50%) - The ratio of gross cash flow to gross investments translated into an internal rate of return recognizing the
finite economic life of depreciating assets and the residual value of non-depreciating assets. CFROI calculated for the last reported
fiscal year is used.



Managing for Value (30%) - Managing for Value comprises the CFROI® - Discount Rate spread multiplied by the Real asset
growth (inflation adjusted gross investments). The aim is to identify whether the company's growth is 'good' or sustainable growth.
Growth into businesses that earn a CFROI above the firms cost of capital is value creating, while growth into negative spread
businesses is value destructive.



Change in Value Creation (20%) - Measures the improvement in ‘economic profit’ in the last reported year compared with the
previous year. A positive value indicates that the company has either increased the CFROI spread over the discount rate, or grew
into a positive spread business. Spread * Growth Rate less prior year Spread

Momentum: The momentum style is a gauge of market sentiment. Stocks that score well will have forecasted CFROI levels
that are increasing from upward revisions in EPS estimates and will have positive price momentum.


CFROI® Key Momentum, 13-wk (60%) - The CFROI® key momentum measures the improvement in forecasted CFROI® that
follow any changes in underlying consensus EPS revisions.



Price Momentum (52-week, 1-month lag) (30%) - Price Momentum (1 year) measures the percentage change in market
value over past 52 weeks (on a one-month lag).



Daily Liquidity Average (10%) - Daily Liquidity Average measures the number of shares traded for the last quarter divided by 63
trading days multiplied by the current week-end price, divided by market cap.

Valuation: The style evaluates the stock price warranted by the HOLT DCF framework, based on forecasted cash flows, relative
to the stock’s current market price. Does the stock look aggressively priced or cheap?


% Change to Best Price (50%) - Percent to Best measures the difference between the HOLT default warranted price and the
current market price of the stock.

HOLT valuation allows for the direct comparison of firms across regions, sectors, and

accounting standards by using an adjusted DCF model, incorporating different standardizing techniques to dispel the effect of
accounting standards on valuation levels.


Economic P/E (30%) - HOLT’s version of a price-to-earnings ratio, measures firm value relative to the cash flow generated by
all capital providers. Through normalizing the VCR by dividing by CFROI®, the factor becomes more comparable across companies
and industries. Economic P/E = (Enterprise Value / Inflation Adjusted Net Assets) / CFROI



Value/Cost (10%) - VCR is analogous to Price/Book, but with a number of adjustments that reduce volatility and better reflect
the true firm value: Gross Investment includes inflation adjustments for old plant and inventory, capitalized R&D, and capitalized
operating leases; HOLT Debt includes stock option claim, pension debt, preferred stock, and liabilities related to capitalized
operating leases. VCR = (Market Value of Equity + Minority Interest + HOLT Debt) / Inflation Adjusted Net Assets



Dividend Yield (LTM Dividends Paid / Current Price) (10%) – Last 12 months dividends paid, divided by the latest share
price.
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Efficacy of HOLT Styles
Simulation of historical performance
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Global Backtest Details:
Best in Class
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Momentum Trap
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Universe: Top 1800 Global
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Source: Credit Suisse HOLT, ClariFI
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CREDIT SUISSE QUANTITATIVE & STRATEGY TEAMS
To discuss these and other ideas, please contact:
Trading:

Ana Avramovic +1 212 325 2438 ana.avramovic@credit-suisse.com
Victor Lin +1 415 836 7643 victor.lin@credit-suisse.com

Hedge Funds:

Mark Connors + 1 212 325 5281 mark.connors@credit-suisse.com

HOLT/Quant:

David Rones +1 212 325 2427 david.rones@credit-suisse.com
Richard Curry +1 212 325 9545 richard.curry@credit-suisse.com
Greg Williamson +1 212 325 6513 greg.williamson@credit-suisse.com

Derivatives

Edward K. Tom +1 212 325 3584 ed.tom@credit-suisse.com
Mandy Xu +1 212 325 9628 mandy.xu@credit-suisse.com
Terry Wilson +1 212 325 4511 terry.wilson@credit-suisse.com

Global Market Commentary Disclaimer
References to Credit Suisse include all of the subsidiaries and affiliates of Credit Suisse AG operating under its investment banking division. For more information on our structure, please follow
the attached link: https://www.credit-suisse.com/who_we_are/en/what_we_do.jsp
This material has been prepared by individual traders or sales personnel of Credit Suisse and not by Credit Suisse's research department. It is intended only to provide observations and views
of these traders or sales personnel, which may be different from, or inconsistent with, the observations and views of Credit Suisse research department analysts, other Credit Suisse traders or
sales personnel, or the proprietary positions of Credit Suisse. Observations and views expressed herein may be changed by the trader or sales personnel at any time without notice. Credit
Suisse accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of this material.
This material does not purport to contain all of the information that an interested party may desire and, in fact, provides only a limited view of a particular market. It is not investment research, or
a research recommendation, as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. The information provided is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment
decision and is not a personal recommendation. While it has been obtained from or based upon sources believed by the trader or sales personnel to be reliable, each of the trader or sales
personnel and Credit Suisse does not represent or warrant its accuracy or completeness and is not responsible for losses or damages arising out of errors, omissions or changes in market
factors.
This material is provided for informational purposes and does not constitute an invitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase any of the products or services mentioned. It is directed exclusively
at Credit Suisse's market professional and institutional investor clients (e.g. QIBs) as defined by the rules of the relevant regulatory authority, and must not be forwarded or shared with retail
customers or the public. It is not intended for private customers and such persons should not rely on this material. Moreover, any investment or service to which this material may relate will not
be made available by Credit Suisse to such private customers.
This material may have previously been communicated to the Credit Suisse trading desk or other Credit Suisse clients. You should assume that the trading desk makes markets and/or currently
maintains positions in any of the securities mentioned above. Credit Suisse may, from time to time, participate or invest in transactions with issuers of securities that participate in the markets
referred to herein, perform services for or solicit business from such issuers, and/or have a position or effect transactions in the securities or derivatives thereof. Information provided on any
trades executed with Credit Suisse will not constitute an official confirmation of the trade details, and all preliminary trade report information is subject to our formal written confirmation.
FOR IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES on companies covered in Credit Suisse Investment Banking Division research reports, please see www.credit-suisse.com/researchdisclosures. To obtain a
copy of the most recent Credit Suisse research on any company mentioned please contact your sales representative or go to http://www.credit-suisse.com/researchandanalytics.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied is made regarding future performance.
Backtested, hypothetical or simulated performance results have inherent limitations. Simulated results are achieved by the retroactive application of a backtested model itself designed with the
benefit of hindsight. The backtesting of performance differs from the actual account performance because the investment strategy may be adjusted at any time, for any reason and can continue
to be changed until desired or better performance results are achieved. Alternative modeling techniques or assumptions might produce significantly different results and prove to be more
appropriate. Past hypothetical backtest results are neither an indicator nor a guarantee of future returns. Actual results will vary from the analysis.
Investment principal on securities can be eroded depending on sale price or market price. In addition, there are securities on which investment principal may be eroded due to changes in
redemption amounts. Care is required when investing in such instruments.
HOLT Disclaimer
The HOLT methodology does not assign ratings or a target price to a security. It is an analytical tool that involves use of a set of proprietary quantitative algorithms and warranted value
calculations, collectively called the HOLT valuation model, that are consistently applied to all the companies included in its database. Third-party data (including consensus earnings estimates)
are systematically translated into a number of default variables and incorporated into the algorithms available in the HOLT valuation model. The source financial statement, pricing, and earnings
data provided by outside data vendors are subject to quality control and may also be adjusted to more closely measure the underlying economics of firm performance. These adjustments
provide consistency when analyzing a single company across time, or analyzing multiple companies across industries or national borders. The default scenario that is produced by the HOLT
valuation model establishes a warranted price for a security, and as the third-party data are updated, the warranted price may also change. The default variables may also be adjusted to
produce alternative warranted prices, any of which could occur. The warranted price is an algorithmic output applied systematically across all companies based on historical levels and volatility
of returns. Additional information about the HOLT methodology is available on request
CFROI, CFROE, HOLT, HOLT Lens, HOLTfolio, HOLTSelect, HS60, HS40, ValueSearch, AggreGator, Signal Flag, Forecaster, “Clarity is Confidence” and “Powered by HOLT” are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Credit Suisse Group AG or its affiliates in the United States and other countries.
HOLT is a corporate performance and valuation advisory service of Credit Suisse.
© 2015 Credit Suisse Group AG and its subsidiaries and affiliates. All rights reserved.
For region specific disclosures, including information about applicable registrations and certain regulatory disclosures, please follow the links below:
Americas: https://www.credit-suisse.com/legal/en/ib/market_commentary.jsp
Europe: https://www.credit-suisse.com/legal/en/ib/europe.jsp (Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority in the United Kingdom)
Asia: https://www.credit-suisse.com/legal/en/ib/market_commentary_disclaimer_asia.jsp
General investors in Japan should open the following link and read it:
https://www.credit-suisse.com/jp/investment_banking/ja/disclaimer/
Please note that this is market commentary and not a research publication.
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